


 

 
Fig.1 The Shanghai-Hakata Super Express (pictured at port of Hakata by the authors on January 2009) 

Outline of the Existing Model 

The detail of the existing model is described in [3]. The model outputs freight flow patterns on 
maritime and land networks, given a regional cargo shipping demand (OD cargo volume), the service 
level at each port (e.g., the number of berths by water depth and port charges), and information related 
to the shipping network (costs and time, etc.). The outputs can be also tabulated for each port to 
calculate the handling volume and transshipment cargo volume by port. 

The model focuses on the behavior of shippers and ocean-going container carrier groups. Referring 
to the freight charges and shipping time by route indicated by each carrier group, a shipper selects a 
carrier group for maritime transport, the ports to be used for import/export, and the land transport 
route and mode for each cargo. Shippers determine their selections so as to minimize recognized 
generalized costs, including not only shipping cost and time, but also factors which cannot be 
observed by the model developer. Ocean-going container carrier groups, for which maritime 
container cargo shipping demand is given as an input, is assumed to behave so as to maximize profit 
for each group. Each group determines freight charges by port pair (combination of ports for export 
and import) and a maritime transportation pattern (ports of call, transshipment ports, and vessel sizes) 
as well, so that the profit (= income – costs) of that group is maximized, considering the behavior of 
other groups, i.e., the freight charges, shipping times, and transportation pattern of competing groups. 
An ocean-going container carrier behaves to shortsightedly maximize its own income in the short 
term under the condition that its cost is fixed, considering the shipper’s behavior only in selecting a 
carrier. However, the carrier cannot predict the mid-term behavior of shippers, such as selection or 
change of ports used for export and import. 

In order to describe above, two models were developed. The first is a short-term model, in which 
maritime container cargo shipping demand and shipping cost by port pair is unchanging for each 
carrier group, so that each carrier group determines its freight charges by port pair so as to maximize 
its own income. The second is a mid-term model, in which shipping demand by port pair can be 
changed, reflecting the shipper’s unrestricted choice of ports used for export/import, but shipping 
demand by regional pair (i.e., demand from a ‘true’ origin to a ‘true’ destination) is fixed. In the 
mid-term model, shippers and carrier groups are countervailing forces, and neither has the power to 
control the international maritime container shipping market. Therefore, the authors assume that a 
Nash equilibrium is reached, in which all shippers and all ocean-going shipping companies cannot 
improve their own objective function so long as the behavior of the other party does not change. 

Model Extension to Include the SSS 

The ocean-going carrier model described in the previous chapter is developed, with focusing on only 
the container shipping company. Because most of the SSS companies are small and the SSS market 
seems quite competitive (not oligopolistic unlike the long-haul container shipping market), the author 
assumes that the SSS companies do not have any influence to the market and do not develop any 
model to describe their behaviors. Instead of them, their service frequency and vessel size are given at 
the shippers’ choice of the shipping mode in the shipper model as input condition. 



 

Concretely, a SSS link is added, if necessary, on the shipping network of the shipper model, along a 
maritime container shipping link, as shown in Fig.2. The maritime container shipping link shown in 
Fig.2 is directly connected between an export port and an import port, irrespective of the actual 
maritime shipping route, because the actual route is decided by the carrier model according to each 
carrier’s behavior to maximize its own profit.  

The cost function of the maritime container shipping link was defined, as described in [3]. 
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where i: export port, j: import port, g: carrier group, G: set of carrier groups,  GCMijg: generalized cost 
(JPY/TEU) of maritime container shipping when using a carrier group g from export port i to import 
port j, θ: variance parameter (JPY-1), ζ: adjustment parameter to avoid the maritime link cost being 
negative, TPXi: lead time when exporting in port i (hours), TPMj: lead time when importing in port i 
(hours), vtshpr: value of time for shipper (JPY/TEU/hour). The generalized cost of maritime container 
shipping GCMijg is formulated as 

ijgshprijgijg TMvtpGCM ⋅+= .         (2) 

where pijg: freight charge (JPY/TEU), TMijg: total time (hour) of maritime shipping (including waiting 
time).   

Meanwhile, the SSS link cost GFij (for ferry) and GRij (for RORO ship) are respectively defined as 
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where pfij, prij: freight charge (JPY/TEU) for ferry and RORO ship shipping from export port i to 
import port j, TFMij, TRMij: maritime shipping time (hours) of ferry and RORO ship, TFFij, TRFij: 
average interval time (hours) on a service (inverse of frequency), TFPXi, TRPXi: lead time when 
exporting (hours), TFPMj, TRPMj: lead time when importing (hours). Note that the SSS link cost is 
also defined as a cost per TEU for consistent model calculation, although a cargo is not always loaded 
in a container. 

The freight charge pfij and prij are assumingly defined as linear functions of shipping distance, that 
is,  

321 afaflafpf ijij ++⋅= , and         (5) 

321 ararlarpr ijij ++⋅= .          (6) 

where lij: distance (nautical miles) between port i and port j, af1, ar1: coefficient on proportional term 
of maritime shipping cost to link distance, af2, ar2: coefficient on fixed term of maritime shipping cost, 
af3, ar3: coefficient on terminal handling (mainly due to interchange of chassis).  

The maritime shipping time TFMi and TRMi are defined, irrespective of type of vessel, as 

ijijijij vlTRMTFM == .          (7) 

where vij: vessel speed (knots) for each route. 



 

       Another note is that a shift from air transport is not considered in this model. As described in the 
introduction, some of the SSS companies aim to attract a cargo from the air transport market; however, 
consideration of air transport in the model is very difficult. The author will try to develop for future. 
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Fig.2 Schematic view of network structure of shipper model in this paper 

Data Preparation and Parameter Setting 

The model in this paper only considers five SSS routes connecting North Kyushu area in Japan with 
China and Korea, as shown in Tab.1. In addition, hinterland transport network on land is only 
considered in Japan for simplicity; i.e. cargo in other countries than Japan are originated from and 
destined into the ports. Note that frequency of service in some SSS routes will be improved from a 
case of scenario 0 (described as ‘s0’ in Tab.1), which describes the actual situation for confirming 
model accuracy (see next section), to other cases (described as ‘s1 and others’ in Tab.1), which are set 
for usage of policy simulation.  

The lead time for the SSS at export and import ports is assumingly set by country as shown in Tab.2, 
which also assumes to be improved in some policy scenarios. The coefficients on maritime shipping 
cost included in Eq. 5 and Eq. 6 are set as shown in Tab.3, according to a description in a Japanese 
handbook on cost-benefit analysis of port investment. The coefficients on terminal handling charge 
also included in Eq. 5 and Eq. 6 are assumed by reference to a drayage cost in hinterland transport, 
based on the fact that interchange of chassis is actually required twice at export and import port each, 
which will be also improved in the policy simulation. 

All of other input data and parameters such as maritime container shipping and land transport costs 
are similarly set as the existing model [2, 3], except for cargo shipping demand which is renewed in a 
year-2008 basis. 

 

Tab.1 SSS routes considered in this paper and parameters setting 

s0
s1 and
others

Hakata - Shanghai Japan-China SSE RORO 2 6 502 20 25.1

Kitakyushu (Shimonoseki)
- Shanghai

Japan-China
Shagnhai-
Shimonoseki

RORO 2 6 544 20 27.2

Kitakyushu (Shimonoseki)
- Qingdao

Japan-China Orient Ferry RORO 2 6 556 20 27.8

Kitakyushu (Shimonoseki)
- Busan

Japan-Korea
Kampu Ferry/
Grand Ferry

ferry 13 13 121 20 6.1

Hakata - Busan Japan-Korea Camellia Line ferry 7 7 117 20 5.9

type
origin and

destination ports
name

vessel
speed
(knot)

v ij

distance
(NM)

l ij

shipping
time

(hour)
l ij / v ij

frequency
per week

countries

 
 



 

Tab.2 Lead time set in this paper (hours, common for ferry and RORO ship) 

export import export import
Japan 6 6 3 3
China 12 12 6 6
Korea 6 6 3 3

s0 and s1 s2 and others
country

 

Tab.3 Coefficients in freight charge (in Eq. 5 and Eq. 6) set in this paper 

unit
vessel type s0, s1, s2 s3 s4 and others

ferry af 1 2.5 af 2 15.0

RORO ar 1 1.5 ar 2 1.5

af 3 , ar 3

(common for
ferry and RORO)

20×2 20 0

common for all scenarios
'000 JPY/NM '000 JPY '000 JPY

proportional
term to istance

fixed term
coefficient terminal handling charge

maritime shipping cost

 

Confirmation of Model Accuracy 

Fig. 3 shows a comparison between the actual and estimated amount of maritime containers handled 
at each Japanese port. From the figure, it is found that the model extended in this paper well 
reproduces the actual as well as the already existing model (before extention) does, from the 
viewpoint of container cargo throughput in ports including port Hakata and Kitakyushu. 

For each SSS route which is added in this paper, Tab.4 shows a comparison between the actual and 
estimated cargo flow. Note that definition of cargo flow (i.e. unit of cargo and whether empty cargo is 
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Fig.3 Comparison of present and estimated container cargo throughput in Japanese ports (excluding 

empty containers) 
 



 

Tab.4 Comparison of present and estimated cargo flow for each SSS route 

export import

Hakata - Shanghai Japan-China SSE RORO 30,000-40,000 9,967 16,209

Kitakyushu (Shimonoseki)
- Shanghai

Japan-China
Shagnhai-
Shimonoseki Ferry

RORO 12,000-15,000 10,067 13,744

Kitakyushu (Shimonoseki)
- Qingdao

Japan-China Orient Ferry RORO 22,000-25,000 2,569 5,048

Kitakyushu (Shimonoseki)
- Busan

Japan-Korea
Kampu Ferry/
Grand Ferry

ferry 60,000 21,545 17,153

Hakata - Busan Japan-Korea Camellia Line ferry more than 30,000 24,695 17,950

Actual flow (units,
including empty

cargoes)

Estimated flow
(TEUs, excluding

empty cargoes)
origin and

destination ports
namecountries type

 
included or not) is different between the actual and estimated. Judging from the table, the estimated 
cargo flows in the SSE and two ferry routes connecting Japan and Korea relatively approximate the 
actual; on the other hand, the differences between the actual and estimated flow in other two RORO 
ship routes connecting Japan and China are significant. For the Shanghai-Shimonoseki ferry, the 
estimated flow is quite larger than the actual. The reason is partly considered that the actual port that 
this ferry calls at in China is Suzhou, which is located away from a center of cargo shipping demand in 
Shanghai area. On the other hand, for the Orient ferry, the estimated cargo flow is much lower than the 
actual. The reason is so difficult to explain that further investigation is needed. 

Policy Simulation using the Model 

Policy scenarios considered in this paper are listed in Tab.5. ‘s1’ (scenario 1) is increasing scenario on 
service frequency of three RORO ship routes as described in Tab.1. Note that it should be checked 
ex-post whether enough cargo volume per vessel is ensured or not. ‘s2’ is reducing scenario of the 
lead time for export and import due to trade facilitation and related investment, as described in Tab.2. 
‘s3’ and ‘s4’ are standardization scenarios of carrying vehicle (chassis) to save its interchange at port 
as shown in Tab.3; in ‘s3’ reducing by once for interchange of chassis is assumed, while in ‘s4’ no 
interchange at any ports is assumed. ‘s5’ is quite hypothetic scenario on decreasing all land shipping 
cost in Japan to be half. ‘s7’ is reducing scenario of the lead time at port on container shipping. ‘s6’ 
and ‘s8’ are combination of them. 

Fig.4 shows estimation results on the amount of cargo handled at port of Hakata and Kitakyushu by 
policy scenario. In both ports, most of cargo are handled as container. However, shares of the SSS 
increase in both ports as policy to encourage utilizing it implements more (as described as the 
estimation results in s1 to s4). In particular, in s4 (representing thorough standardization of chassis), 
the expected total volume carried as the SSS cargo is doubled or tripled, compared with its volume in 
s0; i.e. the expected increasing volume in s4 meets with the increase of service frequency. In other 
words, simple increase of service frequency (e.g. s1) is not adequate to increase the cargo volume of 
the SSS thus drastic policy such as mutual recognition of chassis by both countries as assumed in s4 is 
needed for improving level of service of the SSS. 

When land shipping cost is reduced to be half (s5), especially export containers are expected to 
increase for each Japanese port. On the while, simultaneous implementation (s6) of reducing land 
shipping cost and encouraging the use of the SSS is expected to increase the import cargo of the SSS. 
That is, when land shipping cost is reduced, there are expected to increase export containers as well as 
import SSS cargo, in case that the SSS is enough convenient for usage. 

It is matter of course that when the lead time of container shipping is reduced (s7), container 
volume is expected to increases while the SSS cargo is expected to decrease. However, the 



 

simultaneous implementation of all policies (s8) including land shipping cost reducing and the SSS 
encouragement will bring significant increase in the entire cargo volume of the port.     

 
Tab.5 Policy scenario set in this paper 

senario description
s0 default (estimated result to the actual, shown in the previous section)
s1 increasing frequency of RORO ship service (see Tab.1)
s2 in addition to s1, shortening lead time of the SSS (see Tab.2)
s3 in addition to s2, decreasing terminal handling charge (see Tab.3)
s4 in addition to s2, removing terminal handling charge (see Tab.3)

s5
decreasing all land shipping cost (including both manetary cost and
shipping time) in Japan to be half of them

s6 s4+s5

s7
shortening lead time of container shipping in port of Hakata and
Kitakyushu from 48 hours to 24 hours (for both export and import)

s8 s6+s7  
（TEU） Export （TEU） Import
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Fig.4 Estimated cargo flow handled at port of Hakata and Kitakyushu by policy scenario 

Summary 

In this paper, in order to simulate the impact of policies that encourage the utilization of the SSS, the 
intermodal freight flow model the author had developed is extended to include the SSS, then applied 
to the real shipping network connecting the northern Kyushu area in Japan with China and Korea.  

As a result, it is found that the newly developed model reproduces the actual well as a whole. Also, 
some implications are acquired such that in order to advance the utilization of the SSS, a drastic 
policy such as mutual recognition of chassis is needed.  

Since the SSS has high potential to be widely utilized in East Asia, a development of this kind of 
model and implementation of policy simulation using such models are important and quite 
supportive. 

Also, further works for improving the model accuracy such as revise of cost function of the SSS 
and inclusion of air shipping, as well as applying to other SSS routes in other regions, should be 
countinuously conducted . 
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